In 1948, S. Bochner introduced a curvature tensor on Hermitian manifolds [1] . He defined it as an analogue to the Weyl conformal curvature tensor. When, on a Riemannian manifold M n, the Weyl conformal curvature tensor (n>3) or the Schouten-Weyl tensor (n--3) vanishes, then M n is said to be a conformally flat manifold. In this case, M n can be uniformized over the n-sphere S n with respect to the group of conformal transformations Conf(Sn). It is natural in Geometry to determine the class of compact K~ihler manifolds for which the Bochner curvature tensor vanishes. The Bochner curvature tensor B on a complex manifold with a K/ihler metric is defined as follows:
Introduction
In 1948, S. Bochner introduced a curvature tensor on Hermitian manifolds [1] . He defined it as an analogue to the Weyl conformal curvature tensor. When, on a Riemannian manifold M n, the Weyl conformal curvature tensor (n>3) or the Schouten-Weyl tensor (n--3) vanishes, then M n is said to be a conformally flat manifold. In this case, M n can be uniformized over the n-sphere S n with respect to the group of conformal transformations Conf(Sn). It is natural in Geometry to determine the class of compact K~ihler manifolds for which the Bochner curvature tensor vanishes. The Bochner curvature tensor B on a complex manifold with a K/ihler metric is defined as follows:
B,~Qa = R~$a~ 1 n + 2 (R~$ge~ + RQ$ g~ + g~ Re~ + gQ~ R~a) R (n+ 1)(n+2) (g~$gea +g0~g~a).
Here, R~hee is the curvature tensor, and Re~ =R~e~ and R=ge~RQ~ are the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature respectively.
The purpose of this note is to show that when the Bochner curvature tensor B vanishes with respect to a K~ihler metric g, the K~ihler manifold M 2n can be uniformized over the K/ihler manifold Yd with a canonical K/ihler metric with respect to the transitive group G consisting of transformations preserving the geometric structure of yd.
Recall that a uniformization of M 2n is a maximal collection of charts {(r Ua)}aeh satisfying the following: (*) M=Uae A Ua, Ca: Ua ~r (cY~) is a homeomorphism, (**) if Ua nU/~ r then the local change of coordinates 9aa=r dpa(Ua nUa)-, r extends to an element of ~. (See [10] for example.) We shall consider a local contactization, which in our case is a procedure for obtaining a CR-manifold with a characteristic CR vector field from a K~Jaler manifold. Then, the Bochner tensor can be interpreted geometrically as the obstruction for the CR-manifold to be locally modelled on the sphere S 2n+1, where S 2"+1 is the boundary of complex hyperbolic space. (Compare that the vanishing of the Weyl tensor implies that a manifold is locally modelled on S n, where S" is the boundary of a real hyperbolic space.) The proof uses an idea which goes back to Webster [14] . Webster observed that the Chern-Moser curvature tensor of the CR-manifold coincides with the Bochner tensor when n>l. Let R ,a/~ (a,f~=l, ...,n) be the covariant differentiation for the scalar curvature R of M 2n. Define a tensor R to be Raa=R ,a~.
We shall prove the following: Remark 1. The above geometries (1), (2) and (3) are subgeometries of the projective geometry (PGLn+I(C), CPn). Except for (2), the group G is a transitive group of Y~ preserving the canonical K~ihler structure. The Euclidean group Ec(n)=Cn)~ U(n) preserves the Ks structure of C n as well.
In the compact case, we derive the following corollary from the theorem. 
(1) W is a contact form on M(U). (2) ~ is a characteristic vector field, i.e., w(~)=l and dw(~, Y)=0 for all V ETM(U). (3) R acts as contact transformations of M(U).
1.2. Let J be a complex structure on M. When TM|176 ~ is the canonical splitting, it implies that [T 1'~ T 1'~ CT 1'~ If we put Nullw={X ETM(U) Iw(X) =0}, then it is a codimension 1 subbundle of the tangent bundle TM(U). Since p. :Null w---* TM is an isomorphism at each point, we define an almost complex structure J on Nullw to be the pullback of J by p.,
J(X) =p, loJop.(X) for X E Nullw(t,x).
If 
Fibration of spherical CR-manifolds

Qa(t)=h.Qx(t).h -1 forteR. (2.4)
Recall that S2n+I=PU(n+I, 1)/PU(n+I, 1)~ is analytic where PU(n+I, 1)~ is the stabilizer at the point {~}, and the local change dev2o dev~-1: devl (0 x U1 n U2) ~ dev2 (0 x U1 n U2)
is a smooth map on the domains of S 2n+l, so it is a restriction of an analytic map. By , 1) , S 2n+l) and G be as above. If 9 r is the fixed point set in the sphere with respect to the group G, then we have dev-l(gr)=O, because 1% acts freely on M(U) and dev is an immersion. In particular it follows that
dev(M(U)) C S 2n+1-~" and G C AUtcR(S 2n+1-.~).
(2.5)
We examine the fixed point set of G in S 2n+1 using the result of [9] . Recall that if G is noncompact, then G has a fixed point {oe} in S 2n+1. If G is compact, then either G has no fixed points on S 2n+1 (in this case, up to conjugacy G has a unique fixed point at the origin of hyperbolic space H~ +1 so that GCU(n+I), the maximal compact subgroup of PU(n+I, 1)), or G has the fixed point set S 2m-1 up to conjugacy for each m=l,2, ...,n.
Here S 2m-1 is the boundary of the totally geodesic subspace H~ of H~ +1. These are all the possible cases of fixed point sets for G. Given a CR structure, the developing pair is unique up to conjugacy from 1.4, so we fix those fixed point sets. If the developing pairs (6, dev) define the same CR structure, then the corresponding groups G are conjugate so that the fixed point sets ~" are isomorphic. In particular, each fixed point set as above is mutually distinct. From (2.5) now follows
PROPOSITION 2.6. For the spherical CR structure (Nullw, J,~) on M(U), either the developing pair (p, dev) satisfies that dev(M(U))CS 2'~+1 for which GCU(n+ I), or
it determines a refinement (AutcR(X), X) uniquely, where X is one of the domains S 2n-kl-{OO}, S 2nq-1 --S 2m-1 (m----l, 2, ..., n). None of these are CR equivalent.
Model space (~, Yc).
We consider fibrations for X of Proposition 2.6. First, for the sphere S 2n+1 with a canonical metric, put S 1 =ZU(n+I), the center of U(n+l). We have an equivariant fibration:
The projective space CP n carries the Fubini-Study metric.
Suppose that G has a fixed point {oo} in S 2n+1. The complement S 2~+1-{oo} is CR equivalent to the Heisenberg nilpotent Lie group A/" such that GcAutcR(Af). Here Af has the central extension 1---~7~---~A/'--~C'~---~I and AutcR(Af)--Af~ (U(n)xR +) (cf. [6] , [12] ). As 7~ is a normal subgroup of AutcR(Af), we have an equivariant principal bundle:
(n,~)--,(A/'~(U(n)xR+),A/") "~,(Cn~(U(n)xR+),C"). (2.9)
Suppose that C has the fixed point set S 2m-1 for each m=l,2,...,n. The complement $2~+1-$2"~-1 is CR equivalent to the quotient of the product of a Lorentz hyperbolic space form and a sphere, P(V2~+lx S 2(n-m)+1) and, AutcR(S 2n+1-S2m-1)= P(U(m, 1) • (cf. [8] , [91, [71) . As AutcR(S 2'~+1 -S 2m-1) has the center $1=
P (ZU(m, 1) • ZU(n-m~-l)), we have an equivariant principal bundle:
S 2"+1 S 2"-I-P~V 2n+1 xS 1) V2~ +1 and In particular when m=n, -
is a principal bundle over the complex hyperbolic space. Consider case (2). If we note that G=Cn)~ (U(n)• R+)cSim(R2n), which is the group of similarity transformations, then M is a similarity manifold. It follows from the result of [5] (cf. also [11] , [12] ) that either M is a (complex) Euclidean space form C"/F where FC Ec(n)=C ~ )~ g(n), or some finite covering is a nopf manifold (C n-{0})/Z +--$2~-1 • S 1 where Z + CU(n)• +. However since $2"-1• S 1 is not K~ihler when n>l, the latter case does not occur. 
Construction of uniformization
